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1. INTRODUCTION
This report contains the methods used to evaluate VIRTIS-M instrumental response by using both
on-ground measurements and in flight observations of reference targets. The pipeline used to
calibrate raw data in physical units (spectral radiance) is fully described in order to give to the final
user a detailed view of the method used to remove instrumental effects on data.

A complete calibration campaign was performed at channel level (-M in Galileo Avionica, GA,
Florence) (-H at Observatoire de Paris, Meudon) and at instrument level, in the large thermovacuum chambers in IAS, Orsay.
The two channels, integrated on the VIRTIS-FM, including the Main Electronic (DHSU), were
tested at IAS, Orsay; the corresponding experimental setups used to characterize the integrated
model are discussed in Bonello et al. (2005).
The objective of performing separate calibrations was to characterize, through specific setups, the
single components, while the final activity was devoted essentially to the optical co-alignments,
data handling and thermal stability.
During GA tests were realized customized opto-mechanical setups necessary to evaluate the
geometrical, spectral, radiometric and internal performances.
The basic setup for the calibrations consists of an optical bench over which are housed a collimator,
a reference target placed at its focal plane and a folding mirror used to move the collimated beam in
the instrumental FOV along the azimuthal and zenithal directions.
As imaging spectrometers look at infinite distance is necessary to use a collimator to have a
collimated reference beam. The GA-developed collimator uses an off-axis parabola (D=250 mm,
F=1020 mm, off axis angle=8°) which guarantees an unobstructed beam, reduced aberrations and
an high spatial scale. For VIRTIS-M the magnification ratio is equal to:
Fspectrometer 152
MR 

0.152
Fcol lim ator 1020
that is 1 mm on the collimator's focal plane corresponds to 0.152 mm, 4 pixels, on the
spectrometer's detector. The collimator's focal plane is equipped with an holder able to sustain
several interchangeable 
targets (pinholes, test slits, MTF masks, matrix of 5x5 microlamps); these
elements are used for different kinds of calibrations. The collimated beam is folded towards the
instrument thanks to a folding mirror placed over two OCS computer controlled, micrometric
mounts able to aim it at steps of 1 mrad along the azimuthal (scan parallel to VIRTIS-M slit, along
sample direction) and zenithal (scan perpendicular to the slit, along lines direction) angles.
In order to reproduce the operative conditions of the satellite, the instrument is housed into a
thermo-vacuum chamber. In these conditions, thanks to the internal cryo-cooler (operating on a
Stirling cycle), it's possible to cold down the IR focal plane up to the operative temperature of about
70 K and the CCD at about 230 K. The collimator optical beam reaches the spectrometer's pupil
thanks a CaF2 window housed in the front of the thermovacuum chamber.
This window is characterized by an elevated optical transmittance in the 250-5100 nm spectral
range. All opto-mechanical devices placed on the optical bench are controlled thanks to a dedicated
software (OCS, Optical Control System), while VIRTIS-M is controlled thanks to a separate setup,

consisting in the UT (Unit Tester) connected to the experiment through the Proximity Electronics
Module (PEM). This system allows to send commands to the instrument, to start acquisitions only
when all optical elements commanded by OCS are in the correct configuration and to receive back
and record telemetries and scientific data.

2. SPECTRAL CALIBRATION
The spectral calibration concern a fundamental aspect of the functional requirements of an
hyperspectral imaging spectrometer: the conversion of bands positions along the spectral axis of the
detectors in wavelength units.
These measurements are realized through the following steps:
- characterization of the spectral performances of the monochromator to be used as a calibrated
reference source; this preliminary check was performed on the emission features of a standard Hg
pencil lamp;
- use of the monochromator to scan in detail some spectral ranges and measure the corresponding
instrumental spectral response;
- fit of these spectral responses with gaussian curves to retrieve the band's parameters;
- extension of these values to the remaining bands with a linear fit.

From the spectral calibrations the following instrumental parameters must be deduced:
- the sample central wavelength, λ c (nm), is the wavelength of the centroid of its spectral response
function for the generic band;
- the spectral range is the wavelength interval between the minimum and the maximum wavelength
at which the instrument is sensitive;
- the spectral sampling interval, SSI (nm), is the difference between the sample central wavelengths
of two adjacent bands.

As VIRTIS-M uses an holographic grating to disperse the light diffracted by the slit along the
spectral direction we should expect a linear relation between the spectral positions (b, band) and the
corresponding wavelengths λc (nm):
λc (b ) =
λ  SSI (b) • b
Taking into account the general properties of the optical design we can assume that SSI(b)=SSI and
that it is constant on the entire spectral range and not depends on the spectral position.
In order to retrieve these parameters the following measurement strategy was applied: the rough
spectral range is divided in three regions over which evaluate the spectral response; for each region
VIRTIS-M acquires the signal coming from the monochromator.
For the VIS regions near 400, 550 and 1000 nm are chosen; for the IR 1010, 3000 and 5000 nm.
These scans are realized at spectral steps less than the instrumental spectral resolution in order to
sample the signal with the maximum resolution (0.4 nm for the VIS and 1 nm for the IR). In the

following prospect are reported the experimental parameters of the six acquisitions made to
evaluate the visible and infrared spectral calibrations.

-Spectral scan range (VIS) 394.0-406.4 nm
Monochromator's source: QTH lamp
Number of steps: 31
Step: 0.4 nm
Useful range along samples: 100 < s < 154
Useful range along bands: 93 < b < 96

-Spectral scan range (VIS) 544.0-556.4 nm
Monochromator's source: QTH lamp
Number of steps: 31
Step: 0.4 nm
Useful range along samples: 100 < s < 154
Useful range along bands: 172 < b < 176

-Spectral scan range (VIS) 994.0-1006.4 nm
Monochromator's source: QTH lamp
Number of steps: 31
Step: 0.4 nm
Useful range along samples: 100 < s < 154
Useful range along bands: 412 < b < 415

-Spectral scan range (IR) 970.0-1032.0 nm
Monochromator's source: QTH lamp
Number of steps: 31
Step: 2.0 nm
Useful range along samples: 108 < s < 166
Useful range along bands: 1 < b < 3

-Spectral scan range (IR) 2970.0-3032.0 nm
Monochromator's source: SiC element
Number of steps: 31
Step: 2.0 nm
Useful range along samples: 108 < s < 166
Useful range along bands: 211 < b < 215

-Spectral scan range (IR) 4920.0-5050.0 nm
Monochromator's source: SiC element
Number of steps: 31
Step: 2.0 nm
Useful range along samples: 108 < s < 164
Useful range along bands: 418 < b < 428

Over the pixel illuminated during the scan we observe a signal that is equal to the convolution of
the pixel and monochromator-setup spectral responses. In general the shape of this signal can be
modeled with a gaussian curve. The signal corresponding at each sample illuminated by the
monochromator scan (samples 100-154 in the VIS, 108-166 in the IR) is spectrally modelled thanks
to a six-component gaussian fit from which we estimate the spectral baricenter of the pixel. As the
monochromator's slit is not uniformly illuminated we use the mean signal along samples; to deduce
a spectral calibration table reliable on the whole focal plane (independently from the sample
position along the spatial axis) the results of the independent fits along the slit, e.g. at a fixed
sample, are mean together. The slopes of these lines correspond to the instrumental spectral

sampling interval SSI while the intercept to the starting wavelength, lambda_c(b=0). During the onground calibrations the entire focal planes are acquired (438 bands x 270 samples) while in onflight conditions the useful region is reduced to a 432 bands x 256 samples "window".
After taking into account this reduction we obtain the final spectral relationship between
wavelengths and bands for the two channels (in nm) in flight conditions:

Visible channel:
λc (b)= 231.296 1.884 • b




Infrared channel:
λc (b)= 999.498 9.448 •b
from which result that the SSI of the VIS channel is equal to 1.884 nm/band while for the IR
channel is 9.448 nm/band. The VIS spectral range runs from 231.296 to 1043.09 nm while for the
IR is comprised between 999.498 and 5071.5 nm. In the 999.498 - 1043.09 nm region the two
channels are spectrally overlapping. These results are evaluated in high-resolution mode (no
binning); for different instrumental modes is necessary to interpolate these values according to the
binning value along the spectral direction. Little variations of the spectrometer's temperature can
introduce shifts in the spectral response: this effect is currently under estimation by using both inflight and on-ground data.

3. GEOMETRIC CALIBRATION
The geometric calibrations were realized through different spatially definite targets placed at the
collimator focal plane; several scans over slits (oriented parallel or orthogonal to the VIRTIS-M
slit) or fixed patterns of micro lamps were acquired to evaluate the instrumental geometrical
performances.

3.1 Pixel and slit functions
The Pixel Function, PIXELF(s), is given by the convolution ( 
) of a unitary step function, V(s),
representing the real pixel, and the Instrument response along the sample s direction , INST(s):
PIXELF(s) = V (s) 
INST (s)



The Slit Function, SLITF(l), is given by the convolution ( 
) of a unitary step function, U(l),
representing the real slit, and the Telescope response function along the line l direction, TEL(l):
SLITF( l) =U( l) TEL (l)



The Spatial Width along slit, SW_s, is the full width at half maximum of the Pixel Function
while the Spatial Width across slit, SW_l, corresponds to the full width at half maximum of
the slit function. According to the instrumental requirements the IFOV must be equal to 250
rad while the two spatial widths must be less than 375 μrad.

These quantities are measured in three positions: boresigth (s=l=128), position F (s=38, l=218) and
position G (s=218, l=38). The experimental setup realized to made these measurements consists in a
test slit (0.1 x 3 mm) placed at the collimator focal plane and illuminated by a Hg pencil lamp.

The test slit is oriented orthogonal respect to VIRTIS's slit for the Pixel Function measurement and
parallel for the Slit Function. In the first case the test slit image is translated along the s direction
thanks to the azimuthal movement of the folding mirror; in the second case is translated along the l
direction with the zenithal movement. Both scans are repeated and centred over boresigth and at FG positions; each scan consisted in 80 steps with a step of 32 microrad. For each step VIRTIS-M
acquires the signal coming from the collimator.
The Hg lamp emission features are used as references to estimate the Pixel and Slit functions of the
VIS (at bands 76, 77, 97, 98, 113, 114, 172, 173, 188, 189, 190) and IR (at bands 2, 14, 38, 49, 56,
74) channels. At these wavelengths the Slit and Pixel Functions, together with the corresponding
spatial widths at half maximum SW_s and SW_s, are estimated with a gaussian fit.
In general the VIS channel seems to be correctly aligned and focused (the spatial widths are always
near to 375 μrad; the IR channel shows higher spatial widths up to 897 μrad. This effect is probably
caused by residual astigmatism which was not completely compensated during the spectrometer
alignment. These measurements are intensively repeated during the instrument's
assembling to
align the telescope to the spectrometer and to reach the position of best focusing. This activity is
complicated by the fact that the instrument is assembled and adjusted at ambient temperature while
measurements are made in cryogenic conditions.
The optical system's aberrations introduce some deviations in the almost-gaussian spatial response:
especially at extreme IR wavelengths the pixel function can assume a double peak. In these cases
the monochromatic images are affected by a reduced spatial quality.

3.2 Spatial misregistration
An overall view of the instrumental imaging capabilities is given by the scan over a pattern of equispaced micro lamps (tungsten filament) spaced over a 5 x 5 matrix with inter-distances of 1.5 cm
along rows and columns. The 25 tungsten micro lamps are placed at different quotes to reach
individually the focus of the off-axis parabolic mirror of the collimator: this configuration was
customized by GA to reduce optical aberrations induced by the collimator.
This target, with the micro lamps switched on, is placed at the collimator focal plane and acquired
by moving the VIRTIS-M scan mirror. The resulting standard data cube (s=l=256), corrected for
background and dark current allows to study the overall geometrical performances and image
quality over a representative number of points of the FOV. From these measurements it was
possible to identify the presence of a spectral tilt affecting the performances of the VIS channel:
RGB spot images of the lamps are displaced at different positions along the sample (slit) direction.
This effect is introduced by a non perfect parallelism between VIS and IR grooves directions on the
diffraction grating. According to the instrument optical design the two patterns on the grating
should be parallel between them and aligned with the slit's axis and focal planes sides.
Unfortunately, when the tolerance levels of the grating precision were defined, this effect was not
fully taken into account. During the assembly of the instrument was impossible to reduce the effect
and was decided to minimize it on the IR channel and consequently to maximize it on the VIS.
Despite this effect seems to be particularly deleterious it is possible to model it and then remove it
during post-processing. The strategy adopted consisted in the evaluation of the displacement of
each monochromatic image (at band b) respect to the first (b=0) chosen as reference. After the
subtraction of the background, for each monochromatic image were evaluated the 25 lamps' spatial
baricentres (at positions: sample, line) through a bi-dimensional gaussian fit. The procedure,
repeated for each spectral band, allows to estimate the spectral variation of the spatial positions of
each lamp. Thanks to a linear fit applied on the regular micro lamps positions (where the previous
fit gives consistent results) it's possible to calculate the spectral tilt effect. In the IR some

difficulties arose for the baricentre calculus: the bi-dimensional gaussian fit in fact is unable to
correctly estimate the micro lamps positions for b>350; this happens because at these wavelengths
the signal is strongly affected by the thermal emission of the target plate. In the next relations are
indicated the linear fit results over the 25 lamps positions: s_0, l_0 are the spatial baricentres at
band=0, alpha_s and alpha_l are the angular coefficients of the fitted line and s, lthe maximum
shifts between the spots positions over the two extreme bands (band=431 respect to band=0).
For the VIS channel these shifts reach a value of:
s = 432 •tan(αs ) 8.01 0.17
l = 432 •tan(αl ) 1.01 0.41
pixels along the whole spectral range.


For the IR channel we obtain:
s
= 432 •tan(αs ) =0.72 0.23
l
 = 432 •tan(αl ) =1.32 0.48
While the tilt effect is not noticeable on the IR channel, it assume a value of about 8 pixels in the
VIS range along the slit direction. The rotation of the grating around the optical axis of the
instrument cause the single monochromatic images of the slit to be shifted along the samples
direction. This is a parallelogram distortion, where the single monochromatic images of the slit are
kept aligned with the CCD columns. This is usually seen in any monochromator when the grooves
of the grating are not aligned with the entrance slit. In this case the spatial information is not mixed
with the spectral one and moreover the vertical shift is linear with the wavelength. The final
implication of this is that VIRTIS-M do not have any spectral contamination between two adjacent
bands due to this tilt.
This effect is particularly evident when an extreme RGB composition of the hyperspectral image is
made: in this case in fact if the B and R channels are taken at the two opposite spectral ranges while
the G is in the middle it is possible to see a shift of the B and R spots respect to the G of about 4
pixel. This effect can be drastically removed by applying a translation of the columns along the slit
direction (detilting).

4. SPATIAL CALIBRATION: FLAT-FIELD
Flat-field matrices are commonly used to normalize the response of the pixels over the focal plane.
This technique, first used to improve cameras' images, is applied with some peculiarities to imaging
spectrometers too. In this case, in fact, we need to calculate for each spectral band the relative
variations in response of the pixels placed along the slit's axis. Traditionally this can be obtained by
observing a spatially homogeneous, or flat, source as a lambertian diffuser illuminated by a diffuse
light. For VIRTIS-M we decided to use a more reliable system in order to completely eliminate
possible spatial disuniformities due to the reference target surface or to the illuminating system. As
there were some differences in the procedures used for the VIS and IR channel we prefer to separate
these treatments in the two following paragraphs.

4.1 Flat-field: visible channel
The experimental setup used to evaluate the VIS flat-field consisted in a lambertian target painted
with BaSO coating, placed at the collimator focal plane and illuminated by a photometric stabilized
QTH lamp. Lamp's light is defocused on the target by a system of lenses to destroy the image of the
filament. In this way the target shows a spatially uniform illumination. By using the azimuthal
movement of the folding mirror at step of 250 μm (one pixel) it was possible to move the image of
the target along the instrumental slit's direction. In this way each spatial pixel acquire the signal
coming from exactly the same portion of the target. The stability of the incoming flux is guaranteed
by the photometrically stabilized lamp's alimentation. As the whole slit is illuminated by the target,
this method can be applied at each point of it; in other words we have 256 independent flat-field
matrices acquired on consecutive points on the target. The mean of these flats is used as the flatfield matrix after having normalized the signal of each band respect to the slit's center (sample
s*=127):
Flat_field(s, b)=DN(b,s)/DN(b,s^*)
The VIRTIS-M-VIS flat-field is equal to 1 along the slit's center direction: at each band the matrix
contains the relative variation of the pixel at sample s respect to s*=127. Flat's useful values ranges
between 0 and 1.122 with a mean value 0.947 and a standard deviation 0.109. Negative values are
generally obtained on defective pixels. The pattern of vertical features (around b=160, 270, 300,
370) symmetric respect to the slit's center are characteristic of the Shafer-Offner optical design: a
similar effect in fact is visible on the VIMS-V flat-field (Coradini et al. 2004). Defective pixels
(dark pixels), as well donuts, like the circular structure near (b=80, s=220), can be identified on the
flat matrix. As the slit is uniformly illuminated by a spatially homogeneous target the flat field
matrix is not influenced by the spectral tilt effect.

4.2 Flat-field: infrared channel
Despite the IR flat field evaluation follows the same strategy used for the VIS, its retrieval is not so
immediate: in this case, in fact, the QTH lamp guarantees a sufficient signal only up to b=179
(lambda=2690.66 nm). In this first spectral range is therefore used the same method discussed for
the VIS channel. The flat matrix in the 180<b<431 range is instead calculated thanks to acquisitions
on a uniform blackbody covering the entire slit extension. In this second case we are assuming that
the emitting surface of the reference blackbody is spatially homogeneous. The blackbody was at an
initial temperature of about 320 K and was progressively warmed during acquisitions.
For this reason the flat between 331<b<431 can be evaluated on the first 10 frames (cold
blackbody) while flat between 180<b<330 is obtained from the following 10 acquisitions (warm
blackbody). In this second case the signal for b>330 is in saturation. The signal near b=180 is
always very low and for this reason the resulting IR flat is affected here by greater uncertainties.
Like the VIS, also the IR flat shows the vertical structures; defective pixels assume generally
negative values while several donuts are distributed across the focal plane.

5. RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION
5.1 Visible channel responsivity
The evaluation of the responsivity of the VIS channel opens a series of still not completely resolved
problems discovered during the calibration campaign. The basic strategy adopted to estimate the
radiometric calibration is to make a spectral scan from 360 to 1060 nm at steps of 2 nm by using a
monochromator; a 150W QTH lamp is used as source at the monochromator input slit. VIRTIS-M
acquires the signal coming from a diffusive target placed at the collimator focal plane and
illuminated by the monochromator's output slit. The target is uniformly illuminated thanks to a
system of mirrors, acting as a collimator, placed between it and the monochromator. VIRTIS-M
collect a frame at each spectral step of the monochromator. Every 80 spectral steps of the
monochromator (40 nm) the folding mirror is oriented from VIRTIS-M boresigth position to a
calibrated radiometer boresigth to measure the input radiance. This reference radiometer has a
photodiode as detector; the signal is acquired through a lock-in amplifier by choppering the input
radiance to reduce noise contribution. In principle we should expect from these measurements a
peaked signal (about 2 nm wide and covering the whole slit) placed on the CCD and moving from
360 to 1060 nm during the monochromator's scan. In reality the measured signal is more complex,
characterized by several peaks placed at different spectral positions respect to the input signal.
These features are generated by the IR portion of the diffraction grating: this effect completely
invalidate the measurement strategy because the incoming flux is dispersed in several orders and
the measurement made with the radiometer don't corresponds with the radiance measured on the
order -1 VIS with VIRTIS-M. For this reason we prefer to retrieve a more effective and reliable
responsivity by using a completely different approach in which the instrument is used with a
panchromatic source: the retrieval of the VIS responsivity is made through the flat-field data. By
this way the instrument collects in the same time the convolution of all orders, reproducing a
behavior more similar to the operative functioning. Unfortunately this method allows only a relative
estimate of the responsivity function: in fact during the calibration campaign it was not possible to
measure the effective input radiance during these acquisitions: these measurements were made
successively thanks to a Field-Spec spectrometer used as spectral radiometer with a 1° FOV
foreoptics. As radiometer and VIRTIS have different FOVs, the resulting input radiance FS(b) is
affected by great uncertainty introduced by the solid angles subtended by the two optics. On the
other hand this uncertainty correspond to a fixed multiplicative value to be applied on the whole
spectral range. Another problem encountered with these data was the low signal below 450 nm. In
this spectral range in fact the radiance emitted by the QTH lamp illuminating the BaSO target was
not sufficiently high to guarantee a good SNR. Below 450 nm the instrumental response can be
estimated only through mathematical models. Despite these limitations the resulting responsivity
RVIS(b, s*), evaluated at slit's center (sample s*=127), seems to produce good quality, relative
spectra. The responsivity R, expressed in (DN m^2 μm sterad)/(Ws) is evaluated as:
RVIS ( b , s *)

DN (b,s*)
FS (b) • t exp

Where DN(b, s*) are the raw DN, FS(b) is the input spectral radiance, in
W/(m^2 μm sterad)
measured thanks to the Field-Spec spectrometer and texp the exposure time (in s).
The conversion in absolute or physical units (W/m^2 μm sterad) of this function was realized by
using the observations of the Moon (15-16NOV2005). A photometric model of the Moon is used to
estimate the spectral reflectance of a well defined region of the Moon (Kepler crater) observed by
VIRTIS-M. This signal is at the moment used to retrieve the in-flight updated responsivity R. The

(Coradini et al., 2004). It basically uses the assumption that the flat-field frame is normalized
respect to the same sample (s*=127) used to estimate the responsivity:
ITFVIS flat _ fieldVIS (b,s)•R VIS (b,s*)



5.2 Infrared channel responsivity
The infrared channel responsivity is evaluated by using reference cold blackbodies at different
temperatures (350 to 690 K) as radiometric sources. These measurements were realized during the
calibration campaign at IAS, Orsay, with different exposure times t_exp. Planck's law obliged us to
use a limited spectral region of each acquisition, limited on the short wavelengths side by dark
while on the long wavelengths side by saturation. Experimental constraints don't allow to have
enough signal for b < 28 (lambda < 1264 nm): in this spectral range the responsivity is however
linear and is estimated thanks to a linear fit. The blackbody radiance, BB(b) (in W m -2 μm-1sterad-1 )
falling on a spot of about 20 samples at the slit's center, is used to retrieve the instrumental
responsivity (DN m^2 μm sterad)/(W s):
DN(b, s*)
RIR(b,s*) =
BB(b) •t exp



The mean value is considered on the spectral regions were results coming from two or more
measurements are available. As discussed for the VIS channel, the ITF_IR is calculated for the
whole frame thanks to the following expression:
ITFIR (b,s) =(b) •flat _ fieldIR (b,s)•RIR (b,s*)
where (b) is the optical bench transmission, measured thanks to a specific experimental setup.

6. INTERNAL CALIBRATION
Instrumental performances can be checked during in-flight conditions thanks to the internal
calibration sequence. VIRTIS-M, in fact, can acquire reference signals thanks to the combined use
of cover, shutter and VIS and IR lamps (Melchiorri et al., 2003). These lamps, housed on the side of
the telescope illuminate the internal side of the external cover. The cover is placed near the entrance
pupil of the instrument to minimize optical aberrations. The window of each lamp contains a
transparent filter (holmium for the VIS, polystyrene for
the IR) to introduce some well-shaped
spectral absorption features on the overall spectrum. The signal coming from the two lamps can be
used to:

- check the in-flight stability of the instrumental spectral response;
- check the in-flight stability of the flat-field;
- monitor the evolution of defective pixels (number and distribution);
- perform a check on the relative radiometric response of the instrument.

The internal calibration mode, implemented in the VIRTIS-M on-board software, consist in the
acquisition of a sequence of 35 frames: 5 electronic offsets, 5 backgrounds, 5 dark currents, 5
acquisitions of the IR lamp, 5 acquisitions of the VIS lamp, 5 dark currents and 5 backgrounds. The
repetition of this sequence at each switch-on is fundamental to follow the instrumental temporal
evolution and to monitor the overall performances in operative conditions.

7. HOW TO CALIBRATE VIRTIS-M IN-FLIGHT DATA

From the RSOC (Rosetta Science Operation Center) the VIRTIS team receives data and telemetry
packets from the satellite. These packets are processed in the PI institution (INAF-IASF, Rome,
Italy) with a proprietary GSE (Ground Support Equipment) and converted in standard PDS
(Planetary Data System) format. Thanks to a dedicated package of IDL routines and by using
calibration files distributed with this archive, it is possible to convert raw data in physical units
(spectral radiance).
A raw data cube contains uncalibrated signal in DN; dark currents and thermal background are
automatically subtracted from the data by on-board processing made by Main Electronics (ME).
The counts stored in the PDS cube can be converted in physical units of spectral radiance Rad (W
m-2 μm-1 sterad-1 ) by using the following formulas:
DN( λ(b), s, l) VIS
Rad( λ (b),
 s, l)VIS 
t expVIS •ITF( λ (b), s)VIS





DN (λ(b), s, l) IR
Rad (λ(b), s, l) IR =
t exp IR •ITF( λ (b), s) IR
where:
-Rad(λ (b), s, l) is the cube calibrated in spectral radiance which have the same dimensions (λ (b), s, l)
of the raw cube;
- λ(b) is the wavelength associated to band b according to spectral calibration tables (files
VIRTIS_M_VIS_SPECAL_10.DAT and VIRTIS_M_IR_SPECAL_10.DAT) of VIS and IR
channels;
-s, l corresponds to sample and line location of the pixel in the original cube;
-texp is the integration time of the observations (in seconds) as indicated in the PDS header of the
file for VIS and IR channels;
-ITF(lambda(b), s) are the responsivity matrix for VIS and IR channels (files
VIRTIS_M_VIS_RESP_10.DAT and VIRTIS_M_IR_RESP_10.DAT).
This calculus can be applied to high resolution acquisitions (432 bands times 256 samples); in
nominal modes, where spatial and/or spectral resolutions are reduced, it is necessary to interpolate
both spectral tables and responsivity matrices according to binning values. In the CALIB directory
are saved the following calibration files:
- VIRTIS_M_VIS_RESP_10.DAT:
432x256 double precision matrix (binary)
containing
the VIRTIS-M-VIS Instrumental Transfer Function, including the VIS flat-Field.

- VIRTIS_M_IR_RESP_10.DAT: 432x256 double precision matrix (binary) containing
the VIRTIS-M-IR Instrumental Transfer Function, including the IR flat-Field.

- VIRTIS_M_HIGHRES_SPECAL_10.TAB: 432 row ASCII table containing the
wavelengths
of the VIS and IR channels in High Resolution Mode.

These files must be used for cubes collected in High Resolution Mode.
Cubes in Nominal Mode (x3 binning along bands) can be calibrated by using the following spectral
calibration table:

- VIRTIS_M_NOMRES_SPECAL_10.TAB: 144 row ASCII table containing
the wavelengths of the VIS and IR channels in Nominal Resolution Mode.

VIRTIS-M data included in this release can be calibrated by using this basic pipeline. Further
improvements, based
on the use of the internal calibration sequences, will be included in the next future.
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